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Introduction
W i l d  H e a r t s  a n d  M i n d s

Ben A. Minteer and Jonathan B. Losos

the artist Thomas Cole knew well what it meant to “civilize” the 
landscape. An émigré to the United States from Lancashire, he’d wit-
nessed firsthand the force of industrial expansion as it transformed 
 England’s rural districts in the early nineteenth  century. It was an experi-
ence he  didn’t wish to see repeated in his new home, a nation so closely 
identified with its seemingly endless wilderness. Arriving with his 
 family in Philadelphia in 1818 at the age of seventeen, Cole soon moved 
to Pittsburgh, and then on to New York City. His time in New York 
was a turning point in his development as an artist, as Cole took his 
first trip up the Hudson River in the late summer of 1825 and saw the 
Catskill Mountains for the first time. Over the next several years, he 
explored the region’s wildlands, all the while sketching and recording 
his experiences.

Cole’s paintings of the Catskills captured the rough- hewn beauty of this 
rugged corner of the Northeast, a romantic depiction of the wilderness as 
a vast, power ful, yet ultimately beautiful place that offered not just a thera-
peutic retreat from industrial and commercial life, but the opportunity 
to commune with the transcendent. It was an aesthetic and cultural 
resource, Cole believed, that was increasingly imperiled in Jacksonian 
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Amer i ca, a time of relentless economic and territorial expansion that 
left  behind a devastating trail of ecological and social wreckage.

Cole was an artist, but he had a naturalist’s eye and an empiricist’s 
methodological instincts. He was one of the first  painters in Amer i ca to 
work directly from the field, and his interest in geology and natu ral his-
tory, as well as his emphasis on the critical importance of close observa-
tion,  shaped the work that adorned his canvases. And  those canvases 
quickly became some of the most prized works of American art ever 
produced, with Cole ascending to the role of the nation’s premier land-
scape  painter,  father of the Hudson River School, and a power ful influ-
ence on a generation of prominent artists, from Asher Durand to Cole’s 
student, Frederic Church.

Cole’s excursions in the Catskills and New  England’s White Moun-
tains also confronted him with the environmental consequences of early 
nineteenth- century economic development. He was increasingly dis-
tressed by the transformation of the countryside in the Northeast, espe-
cially the impacts of extensive timber harvesting in the 1830s. In 1836, Cole 
produced a remarkable series of paintings that dramatized his fear that 
Americans  were courting disaster by “over- civilizing” the landscape and 
destroying the wilderness, what he and other nature romantics saw as 
the source of moral virtue and nationalistic pride.

The Course of Empire was a five- part sequence of canvases depicting 
the development of a single allegorical wild landscape, from a primor-
dial state of nature, to a transitory pastoral scene, to the emergence of a 
gleaming imperial city. The mountain wilderness that dominates the 
image in the early paintings (fig. 1) gradually recedes and becomes 
partly obscured by the rise of civilization, a visual progression that con-
veys the passage of time and the march of “pro gress.”

In the fourth painting in the series, Cole’s visual narrative takes a dark 
turn. A swirling storm envelops the scene, which shows the formerly 
resplendent city being destroyed by an invading force, a violent and 
fiery sacking clearly meant to evoke the fall of Rome (fig. 2). The final 
painting in the sequence, Desolation, depicts the abandoned city in ruins, 
completing the cyclical historical view of the rise and fall of civilization. 
The mountain in the background reemerges more completely as the 
wilderness returns, reclaiming the broken city.



figure 1. Thomas Cole, The Course of  Empire: The Savage State, 1836. Oil on 
canvas, The New- York Historical Society. Source: Wikimedia Commons.

figure 2. Thomas Cole, The Course of  Empire: Destruction, 1836. Oil on canvas, 
The New- York Historical Society. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
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Although The Course of Empire features a generic  European (presum-
ably Mediterranean) setting, it’s clear that the American audience was 
very much on Cole’s mind when he created the series. As he wrote that 
same year (1836):

the most distinctive, and perhaps the most impressive, characteristic 
of American scenery is its wildness. It is the most distinctive,  because 
in civilized  Europe the primitive features of scenery have long since 
been destroyed or modified— the extensive forests that once over-
shadowed a  great part of it have been felled— rugged mountains have 
been smoothed, and impetuous rivers turned from their courses to 
accommodate the tastes and necessities of a dense population— the 
once tangled wood is now a grassy lawn; the turbulent brook a navi-
gable stream— crags that could not be removed have been crowned 
with towers, and the rudest valleys tamed by the plow.

Cole’s paintings  were thus not only masterfully realized artistic works, 
they  were a warning to Americans that they, too, could suffer  Europe’s 
environmental fate. As Roderick Nash writes in his classic text, Wilderness 
and the American Mind, Cole feared that if Americans lost the vital con-
nection to their wild roots, they would lose the natu ral source of virtue 
and  independence upon which the Republic rested. The ethical, spiritual, 
and  political consequences of falling too far from wild nature would, in 
other words, prove catastrophic. Cole’s anxiety, and his aesthetic and 
moral argument for preserving American nature (and especially the 
wilderness), would course through contemporaneous and subsequent 
generations of American naturalists and conservationists in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, from Ralph Waldo Emerson 
and Henry David Thoreau to John Muir, Teddy Roo se velt, and Aldo 
Leopold.

And yet the environmentalism expressed in works like The Course of 
Empire rested upon some assumptions that  today seem problematic. Chief 
among them is the mythic sense of the wilderness as a sublime, “pristine,” 
unpeopled place, a land out- of- time offering a cultural and  political tabula 
ra sa to a young nation claiming an environmentally and culturally ren-
dered exceptionalism. It’s a view that’s been dismantled as  we’ve accepted 
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a more complex ecological and historical narrative, one defined instead by 
the flux of nature and the ubiquity of the  human presence.

Cole’s wilderness idealism and romanticism, that is, can appear naively 
antiquarian and even ethnocentric  today, a melodramatic and preachy 
paean to a lost and imaginary world for a privileged audience. For  those 
not inclined to ecological alarmism and, especially, for critics of the envi-
ronmental movement, he becomes one of the first of a long line of Cas-
sandras warning that doom awaits any society in the grip of its own hubris 
and afflicted by an insatiable hunger for its dwindling natu ral resources. 
And yet for  others, The Course of Empire remains an unsettling and even 
prophetic work, a cultural and historical reminder that we  haven’t escaped 
Cole’s sequence—or heeded its ecological and moral lessons (fig. 3).

———

“One of the penalties of an ecological education,” observed the eminent 
conservationist and writer Aldo Leopold, “is that one lives alone in a 

figure 3. Thomas Cole, The Course of  Empire: Desolation, 1836. Oil on canvas, 
The New- York Historical Society. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
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world of wounds.” Nowadays we might quibble with the “alone” part— 
the ranks of the ecologically educated have swelled significantly since 
Leopold wrote  those words in the early 1940s— but the larger point still 
rings true. The ecological discords and losses that have inexorably fol-
lowed the expanding  human footprint on the planet weigh heavi ly on 
the hearts and minds of conservationists and nature lovers  today. From 
mass extinctions and the loss of wildlands to the spread of ocean micro-
plastics and global climate change, Leopold’s “wounds” have never been 
more cutting, nor more worrying.

But as Leopold understood, the all- important desire to act in response 
to this awareness of ecological ills  isn’t only a  matter of ecological educa-
tion, of learning how  we’re disrupting biogeochemical cycles, rending 
ecological communities, pushing species off the evolutionary cliff, and 
destabilizing the climate. It’s also a question of getting  people to connect 
with the species, places, and nature experiences most vulnerable to our 
expanding activities and development pathways.

This connection, in turn, can lead to a deeper aesthetic, moral, and 
emotional bond with the natu ral world that augments the scientific un-
derstanding. Key to this  process, Leopold believed (as have the genera-
tions of ecologists and conservationists traveling in his wake), is our 
ability to nourish and sustain a commitment to naturalism: a curiosity 
about biological diversity and natu ral history and an abiding concern 
for the wild as we push deeper into a human- shaped and increasingly 
technological and urban  future. Articulating and defending this ethos, 
and understanding both its demands and delights, is the primary moti-
vation of this book.

The Heart of the Wild is a meditation on the urgency of learning 
about, experiencing, and caring for nature and the wild in a time of 
expanding  human impact. Our authors are a top- flight group of scien-
tists, environmental studies scholars, and nature writers whose work 
and thought have advanced our understanding of the beauty, diversity, 
and vulnerability of nature (wild and other wise) and our responsibility 
to learn from and sustain it. In this book, we asked them to assay the 
trends and forces— cultural, technological, and conceptual— that are 
reframing our understanding of nature and our relationship to it, includ-
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ing  those that seem to be pulling us farther away from wild species and 
places each passing day.

Specifically, we invited our authors to respond to one or both of the 
following questions, which together serve as the  organizing force bind-
ing this collection: What do we need to observe, experience, and value 
in nature and the wild as it changes  under  human influence in order to 
square our role within it, now and in the  future? And how can we keep 
a love of nature and wild  things alive in an increasingly human- defined 
age? Although each contributor brings a unique perspective, back-
ground, and voice to  these questions, three main themes emerge from 
the essays that follow.

One is the rapidly changing landscape and shifting assumptions of 
biological conservation, a concern that drives the discussion in the 
book’s first section (“Conservation’s Shifting Ground”). The common 
message emerging from  these essays is that we need to relinquish older 
notions of privileging native species in unaltered, unchanging, and 
“pristine” places, that is,  those ele ments of nature orthodoxy that depict 
 human activity as inherently polluting an other wise spotless ecological 
order. Indeed, as Emma Marris writes, we need to understand instead 
how the  human presence can be “woven into the web without destroy-
ing it.” Rick Shine draws a similar conclusion, arguing that we must 
adapt to changing times and accept our ecological disturbances, our 
wounded wildernesses, for the beauty and knowledge they still offer 
us. Even Australia’s notorious cane toad has a role to play in such re-
shuffled ecosystems. Dingoes, too: as one of us ( Jonathan) writes in his 
essay, this “dog gone wild” compels us to both rethink our ecological 
assumptions and rearrange the targets of conservation for the Anthro-
pocene. Hal Herzog’s reflections on the wildness of domestic cats and 
the uncomfortable ethical questions raised by our commitment to 
 these beloved predators remind us how our assumptions about the 
moral and evolutionary gulf between wild and domestic species quickly 
collapse  under closer scrutiny.

In the final contribution to this section, Peter Raven broadens the 
temporal and spatial scope of the conversation with his sweeping 
 account of our global biotic history. It is a story that drives home the 
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ecological and social stakes of the current moment— not to mention 
the precariousness of our wild  future.

The second set of essays (“Wilderness, Wildness, Wild: Legacies and 
Liabilities”) explores the limitations and value of the idea of wilderness, 
and related conceptions of “wildness” and “wild,” in environmental ethics 
and practice. Kyle Whyte opens the section by questioning the value 
 today of appeals to wild concepts in the effort to understand places and 
species, especially given the painful history of wilderness preservation 
for Indigenous  peoples. Eileen Crist  counters with a strong defense of 
the wilderness idea in the face of recent efforts to dethrone it by a cadre 
of revisionist environmentalists, arguing for its necessity in arresting 
societal drift  toward an arrogant humanism.

In his contribution, another of us (Ben) reflects on the enduring 
value of the classic wilderness aesthetic in a “post- preservationist” era, 
profiling the life and work of one of its most influential, though often 
misunderstood, artists. And yet as Kathleen Dean Moore writes, ap-
peals to the traditional beauty and power of wilderness and wildness 
may in the end not be enough. To make good on biologist E. O. Wilson’s 
striking proposal to place half the world  under protection, Moore sug-
gests  we’ll need to embrace not just the pristine wild, but also “feral” 
lands: places once “thoroughly trampled and trammeled,” but that are 
evolving now outside of significant  human influence and control.

The last section (“Knowing Nature in the  Human Age”) emphasizes 
the vital role of natu ral history and the importance of direct experience 
in keeping us rooted to nature (both wild and not), even in— perhaps 
especially in— the midst of significant ecological, social, and technologi-
cal change. “We are what we pay attention to,” Tom Fleischner argues, 
and we  will only be able to keep a love of nature alive by choosing to turn 
away from the  human and technological  toward the natu ral and ecologi-
cal. Martha Crump similarly writes how close observation of nature, 
when paired with a deeper emotional connection to it, can have a trans-
formative impact, especially on  children who  haven’t been fully captured 
by the tempos and toys of the digital age. And yet, as Susan Clayton and 
Bill Adams point out (respectively), technologically mediated ways of ex-
periencing the wild, from virtual nature to video games, may not always 
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be anathema to the ecological connections and the natu ral empathy 
Crump and Fleischner commend. Digital devices are often caricatured 
as the bane of conservation and wilderness ethics, but both Clayton 
and Adams illustrate how they can teach us impor tant ecological lessons 
and values, perhaps even how to find “heart” in the digital wild. That’s 
especially true if such technology can connect a demographically diverse 
audience to shared environmental experiences that  don’t require exclu-
sive access to a shrinking number of remote wildlands.

It is an idea that’s powerfully exemplified by Christopher Schell in his 
discussion of the imaginative and critical resources of Afrofuturism and 
Black joy, especially Schell’s vision for how  these expressions and mean-
ings can inform a more equitable and vibrant social and ecological 
 future. Indeed, as Joel Berger and Gary Nabhan both demonstrate, it 
may in the end be the  human dramas— which in their essays include 
 those of wildlife caretakers, curious naturalists, and the denizens of 
harsh ice and desert environs— that  will inspire the most hope. They 
remind us that stories about nature are often most compelling when 
they are also stories about  people, and about the  human and ecological 
bonds that tether us together.

Fi nally, Harry Greene, in the book’s afterword, closes out the discus-
sion by advocating an ecological and aesthetic vision of the wild in 
which  we’re respectful participants rather than passive spectators. Most 
of our authors, including the two of us, have been influenced by Harry’s 
life and work, which provides the personal, intellectual, and literary 
inspiration— and heart—of The Heart of the Wild.

———

Thomas Cole produced another noteworthy painting the same year as 
his The Course of Empire series, a large, panoramic work depicting the 
Connecticut River Valley in Western Mas sa chu setts. It was a dramatically 
bifurcated image: The left side of the painting represented the wilderness 
with the depiction of characteristically rugged terrain, ominous storm 
clouds, and battered trees. A cleared valley with farms and groves occu-
pies the right side of the canvas, highlighted by the river turning back on 
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figure 4. Top, Thomas 
Cole, View from Mount 
Holyoke, Northampton, 
Mas sa chu setts,  after a 
Thunderstorm— The 
Oxbow, 1836. Oil on 
canvas, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. Source: 
Wikimedia Commons. 
Bottom, detail from the 
bottom of the painting, 
showing the artist at his 
easel.

itself— a feature that drew tourists to the area during Cole’s time. Titled 
View from Mount Holyoke, Northampton, Mas sa chu setts,  After a Thunder-
storm, the painting is commonly known as The Oxbow (fig. 4).

One reading of Cole’s painting is that he’s making a visual argument 
for the harmonious blend of the wild and civilized on the American 
landscape. That is, the pastoral scene on the right side of the canvas is 
the golden mean, the “ middle landscape” that contained the best of 
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both worlds— wilderness and civilization— while avoiding the excesses 
of each. It’s a reading that fits with Cole’s often personal response to the 
raw wilderness, which could be complicated. Although he was enam-
ored of the wildlands of his  adopted home, like many nature preserva-
tionists (from Henry David Thoreau to Edward Abbey) he also felt 
pulled by many of the comforts, achievements, and above all, the com-
panionship offered by society and settled life.

And yet  there’s another interpretation of The Oxbow, one that views 
it as less conciliatory and more challenging. Note that Cole painted 
himself in the scene, appearing as a very small figure in the bottom 
 middle of the image hard at work on his easel. He’s facing the viewer, 
and perhaps confronting us as well with a question: What  future  will we 
choose? In this reading, the shape of the river becomes a literal question 
mark on the land.

Nearly two centuries  later Cole’s question still confronts us, albeit 
reframed and modified for our own time. Can we keep a love of nature 
and the wild alive as we push deeper into this  human age? Can we bal-
ance a re spect for our valued environmental and conservation traditions 
while also recognizing the need for change— and the often jarringly 
diff er ent contexts presented by  today’s and tomorrow’s ecologies, val-
ues, and  peoples? What  really resides at the heart of the wild, and what 
does this mean in an increasingly human- occupied and technophilic 
age? We hope the essays that follow can help us think through  these 
barbed but vital questions as we continue to move, even if only meta-
phorically, across Cole’s canvases.
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to, 1–2
Civil Rights Act (1968), 182
classical environmentalism: forward- looking 

vision of, 95; Rodman on, 95
Clayton, Susan, 155–64; on ecological lessons 

and values, 8–9; on environmental 
identities, 220
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climate change, 22, 74, 97, 151, 187, 229; 
human- driven shifts to, 177; species 
distribution and, 38–39

climate “doomism,” 188
climate geoengineering, 93
climate justice, 189
clothing: animal skins for, 218; furs by minimal 

cruelty, 226–27
Coates, Ta- Nehisi, graphic novel installments 

of Black Panther by, 182
Cole, Thomas: The Course of Empire 

(paintings), 2, 3, 4–5, 5, 9; development 
of, as an artist, 1; idealism of, 5; knowing 
how to “civilize” the landscape, 1–2; as 
landscape  painter, 103; The Oxbow, 10, 10, 
11; View from Mount Holyoke, Northamp-
ton, Mas sa chu setts,  After a Thunderstorm, 
10, 10, 11

community, definition of, 219
Comstock, Anna Botsford, on nature study, 

149
condor, California, 203
Connecticut River Valley, 9
consent: relationships and, 81; status of  

land, 78
conservation: and digital tracking and location 

of animals, 170–71; early promulgators of, 
201; and land sparing strategy, 226; mean-
ing of, 30; medicinal gatherer and, 80–81; 
movement of tagged animals and, 172–73; 
and moving threatened species outside 
its native range, 43; muskoxen and, 196, 
197, 198; natu ral history and, 137–38; 
nurturing, 23; reasons for, 81; speech of 
Baba Dioum to IUCN on, 202–3

Convention on Biological Diversity (1992), 
63

Cornell University, study of nature, 149
Costa Rica, 146;  Organization for Tropical 

Studies field course in, 143; poison dart 
frogs in, 149; tree at Tilapias La Cascada 
in, 88; wild shore of, 85

Course of Empire, The (Cole), 2, 3, 4–5, 5

COVID-19 pandemic, 34; Afrofuturism 
and, 186; Black and Latinx Americans 
and, 179; engagement in outdoor 
activities during, 150–51; and national 
park visits, 158; suffering of, 200; and 
testing sign, 19

“coyote” (person), and border fence and 
 human refugees, 213

coyotes: Hill Country, 228; movement of, 39
cracat, as feline hybrid, 51
Crist, Eileen, 76, 84–98, 215; on defense of 

wilderness idea, 8; and “entitled instru-
mentalism,” 117

Cronon, William: on notion of wilderness, 108
crop raiding, elephants and, 165, 166
crossbreeding, of cats, 51
Crump, Martha L., 143–54; Greene and, 

153–54; In Search of the Golden Frog, 154; 
observation of frogs by, 143, 149, 154; on 
observation of nature, 8–9; observing 
nature with grand daughter, 147, 227

culture, word, 225

Darwin, Charles: desert comparisons by, 
195–96; and evolution through natu ral 
se lection, 136; and Darwin’s frogs, 149

Dasgupta, Partha, on natu ral productivity 
of ecosystem, 59

Dead  Woman’s Pass, Peru, 215
de- extinction, 93
DeGrazia, David, on fundamental needs of 

cats, 53
Delgado, Mikel, on keeping pets in 

captivity, 55
Demansia psammophis (whip snake), 29
Denisovans, 60
Denmark, life of cats in, 53
Dery, Mark, “Black to the  Future” essay, 181
Desert Solitaire (Abbey), 113
Desolation, Cole’s The Course of Empire, 2, 5
Destruction, Cole’s The Course of Empire, 3
development,  people and wildness chang-

ing with, 27–28
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Diablo Canyon, California, and Adams’ role 
in controversy, 110–12

digital animals: and digital avatars, 175–76; 
observation of, 174–76; trackability of, 172

digital devices: advanced technology for, 
167–68, 170, 176; and cameras, 168, 169; 
and impact of attachment to animals, 
170–72; labeling “prob lem animals,” 171; 
nature and, 166; significance of, 172–73

Dillard, Annie, practicing natu ral history, 142
dingoes, 7, 36, 43; Australian ecosystem and, 

44–45; as dogs gone wild, 36; ecosystems 
and, 36; and killing of baby Azaria, 38; as 
pos si ble net positive for ecosystem, 46; 
puppies in den, 37

dinosaurs, biodiversity loss since age of, 178
dodo, 24, 91, 92
domesticate, word, 225
domestic shorthair cats, 55
Douglas fir, feral land and, 116, 118, 121, 124
Dowie, Mark, on Adams and his photos,  

109
Doyle, Brian, on unsubstantiated claims to 

earth, 120–21
dromedaries, domestication of, 43
drones, 168, 170
Dunaway, Finis, on Sierra Club books, 107
Durand, Asher, influence of Cole on, 2
DuVernay, Ava, influence of, 180

Earle, Sylvia, 201
Earth: describing, 90; environmental change 

and, 151; natu ral history of, 92–93; safe zone 
of, 117–18; sixth mass extinction event, 178; 
sustainable productivity of, 59; tempera-
ture on, 59; total productivity of, 65

East African  Great Lakes, cichlid fish in, 39
Eating the Landscape (Salmón), 222
eBird (platform), 184
ebola virus, 34
ecological art, 23
ecological education, Leopold on, 5–6
ecological integrity, notions of, 47

ecol ogy: of animals, 170; of city, 15–16; 
definition of, 219

ecosystem(s): and advantages of environ-
mental identity, 157–58; biodiversity of, 
178; conserving, 177–78; definition of, 
219; Gause on stability in mixed, 63–64; 
 giant tortoises and, 45; global population 
and, 62; Hill Country, 220–21;  human 
population and, 59–60;  humans and 
global, 58–59;  humans protecting the 
self- determination of, 81;  humans 
reshaping of nature, 144; and idea of 
 services, 91; introduced species and, 
40–41; modified, 35; natu ral beauty in, 
67; preserving natu ral, 23–24; relation-
ships of  humans and nonhumans with, 
80, 83; socie ties interest in functional, 
177; in wilderness description, 20

elephants: acoustic sensors and, 170; and 
conflict with  humans, 165–66; digital, 
connected to real one, 173–74; Genghis 
Khan, 165–66; trail camera on elephant 
fence in  Kenya, 169. See also digital animals

Ellard, Colin, on digital versions of the wild, 
176

Ellis, Erle: study on terrestrial landscapes 
by, 152; on technology and ecosystems,  
93

Ellison, Ralph, spotlighting Black characters, 
181

Elton, Charles: on ecol ogy, 135; on idea of 
animal’s place in community, 16

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 4
emotional attachment, to nature, 147–48
Encounters with the Archdruid (McPhee), 

107
entitled instrumentalism, Crist on, 117
environment: experiences between person 

and, 162–64; McDonaldization of, 42; 
modifying the, 34–35; species movement 
and, 38–39

environmental activism, 151–52
environmental destruction, 16
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environmental identity: advantages of, 157–58; 
Clayton on, 220; and self- knowledge and 
humility, 161

environmentalism: emergence of “the new,” 
89–90; on joining so- called real world, 
91; paradigm of new, 93; technologies 
and new, 93–94; tenets of new, 94; wil-
derness debunking as new, 90, 91–92; 
and wilderness ideal, 86; wilderness 
tradition in American, 108

environmentalists, perception of, 163–64
environmental justice, climate and, 189
Ethos of Return: and renouncing claim of 

 human entitlement, 120; as virtue ethic, 
120–21

 European Space Agency Sentinel-2 satellites, 
168

evolution, Wallace and Darwin conceiving 
idea of, 136

Exeter University, 56
“Exhibit Format” books, Sierra Club’s, 105
expectations:  humans comparing real ity to, 

25–26; nature conservation and wildness, 
27–28, 30

Fair Housing Act (1968), 184
fairness, 192, 204
Fantastic Four comics, Black Panther 

character in, 181
Farm, The, feral land as, 116, 118, 121, 122, 124
faux furs, 218
Feline Behavioral Assessment and Research 

Questionnaire (Fe- BARQ), Serpell’s, 54, 55
Felis catus (domestic cat), 50; ethical 

quandries of relationships with, 56.  
See also cats

Felis silvestris lybica, 50
feral, definition of, 116–17
feral cats: remembering of, 115; as wicked 

prob lems, 56
feral land: definition of, 117; Douglas firs 

and, 116, 118, 121, 124; and drought and 
heat at The Farm, 121–23, 122; The Farm 

as, 116, 118, 121, 122, 124; and fire season, 
124; global warming and, 123; interdepen-
dence of lives on, 121; management plan 
for, 116; memory of, 124–25; pond on, 118, 
121–23, 122, 124; release of, 125; remember-
ing, 115–16

fifth extinction, 117
fire season, feral land and, 124
First National  People of Color Environmental 

Leadership Summit, 186
flash flooding: at Organ Pipe Cactus National 

Monument, 209; spadefoot toads and, 
206–8, 210–12

Flat Tops Wilderness Area, 119
Fleischner, Thomas Lowe, 129–42; on 

observation of nature, 8–9
flexibility, and shifting expectations of 

 humans, 24–27
flowering plants: on nature walk, 130; 

students learning about, 141
food production, transition point in  human 

history, 60–61
Francis, Saint, 67
Friends of the Earth, 218
frogs: observation of, 143, 149, 154; pond on 

feral land full of, 118, 121–23, 122, 124; 
snakes and, 22. See also toads

furs: benefiting Native Americans, 226–27; 
California outlawing sales of, 226; faux, 218

Galápagos Islands: Darwin in, 136; Darwin’s 
finches in, 39

Gandhi, 67
Garnett, William, photos of postwar Los 

Angeles by, 105
garter snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis): 

communal dens of, 34; mating preferences 
of, 25, 26

Gause, G. F., on stability in mixed ecosys-
tems, 63–64

Gawuseb, Archie: and decision to poach, 
192; and knowledge of desert, 199; 
narrative of, 192–95, 201–2, 204; as 
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poacher of black rhino, 191, 192; receiving 
Sesfontein Conservancy recognition 
award, 194, 195; story of, 192–95

Gay, Roxane, graphic novel installments of 
Black Panther by, 182

ge ne tic engineering, 93
Genghis Khan, elephant named, 165–66
genocide,  human influence, 78
geographic distribution, of species, 38–39
Geographic Information System (GIS), 

 173
geosmin, fragrance profile of, 209
Gibran, Khalil, on engagement with earth, 

146
Glacier National Park, Adams’ photography 

of, 105
Glen Canyon, Utah, 107, 111
global ecosystem: and preserving a sustainable 

world, 62–63
global population, 62, 98
Global Positioning System (GPS), 174
global temperatures, 59
global warming, feral land and, 123
Gobi Desert, 195
 Going Native (Perley), 71
Goodall, Jane, 201
Goodhope, Freddy, Jr., 192; aiding  people  

of Shishmaref, 199; on Arctic survival, 
198–200; narrative of, 202, 204; photo-
graph of, 198; and reindeer herding, 192, 
198, 200

Goodwin, Willie, on muskoxen in Alaska, 
197–98

Google Earth, 173
Google Maps, 15, 166
 Grand Canyon, Adams and, 103
 Grand Teton National Park: Adams’ 

photography of, 103, 104; and grizzly bear 
399, 204; Sesfontein in comparison to, 194

gratitude, in moral world, 120
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, 194
 Great Lakes region, Indigenous persons 

treaties in, 75

 Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife 
Commission, 79

 great white shark, tag- identified, as immi-
nent threat, 171

Greene, Harry, 215–29; on connecting with 
nature, 202; on engaging with nature, 
153–54; on fieldwork, 205; and vision of 
the wild, 9

Green Revolution, in agriculture, 135
grey foxes, Channel Island fox and, 42
grizzly bears, in US, 203–4
Guam, brown tree snake as prob lem in, 40

“Half Earth”: Wilson’s concept of saving, 
67; as Wilson’s proj ect, 117

Hancock, Herbie: on connecting with 
won der, 142;  music of, 181

Hannah- Jones, Nikole, The 1619 Proj ect, 183
Hart, Benjamin, rating cat breeds, 55
Hart, Lynette, rating cat breeds, 55
Having Reservations (Perley), 71
Herzog, Hal: on cats, 48–57, 226; on wild 

and domestic species, 7
Herzog, Werner, on “ecstatic truth,” 113
Hill Country, Texas: ecosystem of, 220–21, 

225; heat and drought of, 228–29; 
longhorns on Rancho Cascabel in, 228; 
mammals with space and freedom to 
roam in, 227

“HIPPO” acronym, Wilson on species 
endangerment using, 40

Historia Naturalis (Pliny the Elder), 132
hog- nosed snake, 229
Home  Owners’ Loan Corporation 

(HOLC), 184
Homo erectus, 60
Homo genus, 60
Homo sapiens: brain function in, 25; cats 

and, 50; ecological attributes of, 24; as 
species, 60

Hoover Dam. See Boulder Dam
Hornaday, William, 201
Hosking, Rita, “Resurrection,” 215
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 house cat (Felis catus), 50. See also cats
Hudson River, 1
Hudson River School, 2
 human activity, nature and, 7
Humane Society of the United States, 49
 human exceptionalism, 225
 human expansionism, 97, 239
 human introductions, biodiversity and, 41–42
 human population: ecosystem and, 59; food 

production for growing, 61–62; poverty 
in global, 65

 humans: appreciating urban wildness, 17; 
comparing real ity to expectations, 25–26; 
destruction of nature by, 17–18; ecologi-
cal attributes of, 24–25; engaging nature 
with  children, 145–46; environmental 
identity of, 157–58, 161; expectations of, 
shifting with experience, 24–27; experi-
encing “wilderness,” 162–64; and  future 
of wild nature, 192; global ecosystem and, 
58–59; and conflict with elephants, 165–66; 
and importance of experiencing nature, 
156–59; and interconnected organic 
 wholeness, 219–20; keeping curiosity of 
animals alive, 30–33; new environmental-
ism and, 92, 93, 239; psyche of, in sensing 
the world, 131; as refugees crossing bor-
der, 212–14; and relationships with cats, 
50, 56–57; reshaping of nature by, 144; as 
stakeholders, 90; transition point in 
history of, 60–61; transport of species by, 
39–41; wearing carnivore skins, 224; 
wilderness including or excluding, 87; as 
wildland gardeners, 227; xenophobia of, 
and immigrants, 41

IBM, Adams and, 110
Iltis, Hugh, on love of earth, 68
iNaturalist (platform), 184
Indian Ocean, albatrosses in, 171; islands 

and  giant tortoises, 45
Indigenous  peoples, 17; Anishinaabe, 72, 73; 

appearance of wildness and, 78–79; Blue 

Lake Rancheria tribe, 79; conceptions of 
wildness by, 80; and consent status, 80; 
conservation practices of, 152–53; core 
prob lems of, 71; harvesting pelts, 224; 
heritage of, in US, 75; history of steward-
ship and land management by, 75; lan-
guages, cultures, and land stewardship of, 
80, 83; reconciliation and, 82–83; removal 
of, for national parks and public lands, 
74–75; Salish- Kootenai tribe, 79; on 
sharing sources of knowledge, 81–82; and 
treaties in  Great Lakes region, 75; and 
treaties with animals, 72–73, 74; violent 
land dispossession of, 78; wild concepts 
and, 77; wilderness and, 74; Yakama tribe, 
79

“industrial tourists,” Abbey on, 105
injustice, 191
In Search of the Golden Frog (Crump), 154
inspiration, in natu ral history templum, 140
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), Sixth Assessment 
Report, 178

International  Union of Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN), speech of Baba Dioum 
to, 202–3

Interstate Highway System, 105
In the Heart of the Sierras (Hutchings), 99
invasive species: domestic cats as, 40; 

predicting, 41
Invisible Man (Ellison), 181
In Wildness Is the Preservation of the World 

(Porter), 107

Jackson, J. B., and suspicions of traditional 
nature preservationism, 108

Javan rusa, introducing a threatened species 
outside its native range, 43

Jeffers, Robinson: “The Answer,” 217–18; 
and “organic  wholeness,” 218, 219

Jim Crow segregation, 179
Johnson, Lyndon B., signing 1964 

Wilderness Act, 107
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Johnson, Michael, on Muir’s role in ending 
Indigenous burning practices, 75

Johnston, Basil, sharing stories of Anishinaabe 
treaties, 72

kangaroos, abundance of in Australia, 44–45
kapok (Ceiba pentandra), in Costa Rica, 88
Kareiva, Peter: on mass extinction and 

evolution, 92; on realism is in order, 91; 
on wilderness ideal, 90

Kennedy, John F., 22
 Kenya: elephant (Ghengis Khan) in, 165–66; 

trail camera on elephant fence in, 169
Kiiwetinepinesiik- Stark, Heidi, sharing 

stories of Anishinaabe treaties, 72
Kimmerer, Robin Wall, 228; Braiding 

Sweetgrass, 222; on naturalists’ stance, 142
King, Dr. Martin Luther, Jr., 182
Kings Canyon National Park, Ansel 

Adams’s photography of, 101, 102
Klett, Mark, rephotography of Adams by, 109
Kluane National Park, students identifying 

flowering plants in, 141
Kolbert, Elizabeth, inspirational writing of, 201

Lalasz, Robert, on wilderness ideal, 90
land: consent status of, 78; domesticated, 117; 

Indigenous- managed, 152–53; significantly 
altered, 117; violent dispossession of 
Indigenous  peoples, 78. See also feral land

landscapes: definition of, 219;  human 
domination threat to, 227; video games 
and, 159; and wilderness description, 20

land sharing, coexistence, 226
land sparing, conservation strategy, 226
Last Child in the Woods (Louv), 156
learning programs, nature, 164
LeConte Lodge, Yosemite, 100, 105
lemurs, Madagascar, 39
leopard cats, Asian (Prionailurus bengalensis), 51
Leopold, Aldo, 4, 201; biological- ethical 

insight of, 60; on ecological education, 
5–6; land ethic of, 221; on natu ral history 

in academia, 135; on our place in 
biosphere, 58

Lewis, John: activism of, 183; on housing 
discrimination, 184

Life (magazine), Adams, 110
Linnaeus’s binomial system, 134
lizards,  Caribbean islands, 39
Locke, John, and theory of property, 116
Losos, Jonathan B., 1–11, 36–47, 215; on 

conservation status, 225–26; on dingoes, 7
Loss, Scott, on cats’ toll on wildlife, 52
Louv, Richard: on getting  children outside, 

156; on nature- based K-12 learning, 204
love, as final answer, 67–68
Lucy, fossil relative of  humans, 220
Lynas, Mark, on new environmentalism, 90
Lynn, William, on ecological prob lems 

associated with feral cats, 56

Maathai, Wangari, 201
MacArthur, Robert, study of warblers in 

Maine, 136
Machu Pichu, 215
Madagascar:  giant tortoises and, 45; lemurs 

in, 39
mammoths, woolly, 196, 197
Mandela, Nelson, 67
Manitoba, communal dens of garter snakes, 

25, 26, 34
Marra, Peter, on cats’ toll on wildlife, 52
Marris, Emma: on  human presence in 

nature, 7, 15–21; on observing nature, 227
Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU), 182
Marvier, Michelle: and “realism is in order,” 

91; on wilderness ideal, 90
Mason, Bob, on mating preferences of 

garter snakes, 25
mating preferences, garter snakes, 25, 26
Mauritius,  giant tortoises and, 45
McDonaldization, of environment, 42
McKibben, Bill: on “end of nature,” 162; on 

“wildness,” 119
McKree, Fionna, observing nature, 147
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McMahan, Jeff, on eliminating predators, 226
McPhee, John, on preservationist cause, 107
Mead, Margaret, on changing the world, 151
medicinal gatherer, 80; importance of 

conservation and, 80–81
“Me first” attitude, 66
mega- dams, 93
 mental health: nature and, 155–56, 161
Mexico, refugees crossing border from, 212–14
Michael, Kaylan F., art of, 181
 middle landscape, Cole, 10–11
migrations: and digital animals, 172–73; and 

satellite tags, 167
Minteer, Ben A., 1–11, 99–114, 215; champi-

oning pragmatism and pluralism, 226
Mirabilis longiflora, 130
Mitchell, Joni,  music of, 201
Mogollon Highlands, 131
Monáe, Janelle,  music of, 181
Moore, Kathleen Dean, 115–25, 216; on 

wilderness and wildness, 8
moral world,  people renouncing  human 

claims, 120
 Mother Teresa, 138
Motus Wildlife Tracking System (Motus), 168
Mount Katahdin, 119
Mount Mazama, 124
Muir, John, 4, 112, 201; on nature’s peace, 

144; railing against “ temple destroyers,” 
104; role in ending Indigenous burning 
practices, 75; and the Sierra Club, 217

muskoxen: Alaska and, 196, 197, 198; Arctic, 
195; and conservation  measures, 196; 
 factors challenging, 196–97; in flight, 197

muskrats, 21; discovery of skull of, 18–19; 
photo graph of skull of, 19

Nabhan, Gary Paul, 205–14; on  human 
dramas in nature, 9

Namib Desert, 195
Namibia: diversity of desert, 193; from hope 

to optimism in, 192–95;  independence 
from South Africa, 193; Sesfontein 

Conservancy recognition award for 
Archie, 194, 195

nanotags (radio tags), 168
Nash, Roderick: on development of 

conservation movement, 108; Wilderness 
and the American Mind, 4; on wilderness 
views, 114

national parks, Adams conveying image  
of, 109

National Science Foundation, 136
National Wildlife Refuge, 15
Native American Fish and Wildlife Society, 79
Native  people, 17, 196, 197. See also Indig-

enous  peoples
nativism, 41
natu ral ecosystems, preservation of, 23–24
Natu ral Heritage programs, The Nature 

Conservancy, 137
natu ral history: attentiveness and observation 

as core of, 131–32; bonding with nature, 
148–49; conservation and, 137–38; defini-
tions, 133;  human survival and, 131; im-
portance of, 137–39; observation and 
description, 137; path of kinship and 
compassion, 138; practice of, 139, 140, 
141–42; as scientific inquiry, 134–36; 
term, 135; term coined by Pliny the  
Elder, 132; tools for, 136. See also story  
of nature

“Natu ral History— The Forgotten Science” 
(Leopold), 135

naturalism, commitment to, 6
Naturalist (Wilson), 136
naturalists, on seeing glass as half full, 22–24
natu ral se lection: evolution through, 136; 

shaping modern cats, 51
natu ral world: defining, as resources, 87; 

and narratives of indigenous figures, 201–2
nature: alternatives to, 160–61; benefits of, 

155; biodiversity of, 155–56; changing 
societal attitudes  toward, 203; connecting 
at an individual level, 202; curiosity and 
love for, 144–45, 152; emotional attach-
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ment with, 147–48; engaging with, 153; 
feeling the bond with, 148–49;  human 
activity and, 7; humanity’s well- being and, 
186–87;  humans’ destruction of, 17–18; 
 humans engaging with, 144–45; impor-
tance of  humans experiencing, 156–59; 
involvement with, 151–52; keeping a love 
for wild, 218–19; keeping field journal, 
150; learning, experiencing and caring 
for, 6–7; learning programs, 164;  mental 
health and, 155–56; observation methods, 
149–50; racial capitalism and, 186–87; 
value of, 20–21. See also story of nature

Nature Communications (journal), 52
Nature Conservancy: Natu ral Heritage 

programs of, 137; Tercek as former CEO 
of, 91

nature conservation, expectations, 27–28, 30
Nature Nook, 146
nature prescriptions, doctors writing, 155
Nature Study Movement, US, 149
Neanderthals, 60
Newhall, Nancy, Brower and, 105
Newton, Huey P., Black Panther Party, 182
newts, in pond on feral land, 118, 121–23, 122, 

124
New York City: camp in Pocono Mountains 

for  children, 146; Cole and, 1
New York Times (newspaper), Baldwin essay 

in, 183
New Zealand, life of cats in, 53
niche construction, 16
nine- banded armadillo, movement of, 39
“No Child Left  Behind” movement, 156
Nordhaus, Ted, on worldview of technology, 

93
novel ecosystems, 90
nuclear power, 93

“Oakanda,” nickname for Oakland, California, 
182

Obama, Michelle, influence of, 180
Occidental College, Adams at, 110

Odums, Brandan, phrase by, 180
One Health framework, emergence of, 186
opposums, 30, 47; movement of, 39
organisms, species of, 63
 Organization for Tropical Studies field 

course, 143
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, 

209, 211
Oryx (journal), 170
Osae- Addo, Joe, inno- native designs  

of, 187
Osa Peninsula, rainforest of, 143
Our Wild Calling (Louv), 204
Outkast,  music of, 181
Oxbow, The (Cole), 10, 11

Pacific Gas & Electric Com pany (PG&E), 
California, 110–11

paintings, Cole’s The Course of Empire, 2, 3, 
4–5, 5

pandemic, 34; and COVID-19 testing sign, 
19; engagement in outdoor activities 
during, 150–51; impact of, 16–17

Pantanal Biosphere Reserve (Brazil), 119
Parable of the Sower (Butler), 181
Parliament- Funkadelic,  music of, 181
passenger pigeons, 91, 92; wildness of, 77
passerine birds, migration of, 34
Patagonia (region of South Amer i ca), 203
pedigree cats, 51; selective breeding of, 51. 

See also cats
Perley, Bernard: cartoons of, 71, 77, 83; and 

wilderness punchline, 74
Persian cats, 51, 55
PETA, opinion on cats, 53
PG&E (Pacific Gas & Electric Com pany), 

California, 110–11
Phlox, 138
photo graphs: nature, 160. See also Adams, 

Ansel
Pierce, Jessica, advice on having a pet cat, 54
pit vipers (Gloydius shedaoensis), densities 

on Shedao island, 34
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Place No One Knew, The (Porter), 107
Places of the Heart (Ellard), 176
Planet Earth, 31
plants, native or invasive, 79
Pliny the Elder, coining term “natu ral 

history,” 132, 133
poachers, 191
Pocono Mountains, nature exploration with 

 children, 146
pond, feral land and, 118, 121–23, 122, 124
Popper, Karl, hypothetico- deductive 

method by, 135
population, definition, 219
population regulation, Darwin on, 196
Porter, Eliot, photography books, 107
Potawatomi environmental justice, 222
poverty, world’s population and, 65
precision agriculture, 93
preservation, meaning of, 30
pristine wilderness, 92
Profiles in Courage (Kennedy), 22
pythons, bandicoots and, 28, 31

Quammen, David, science of, 201
quolls, 32

raccoons, 221; crisis of, 223; Hill Country, 
228; fake stuff inferior to pelt of, 224; 
parka’s ruff from, 222, 223; predation of, 
in US wetlands, 224

racial capitalism, nature and, 186–87
radio tracking: nanotags for, 168; of wild 
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